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Iain M. Banks first came to public attention with The lYasp
Foctory, a powerful novel ofblack-comic psychological horror,
in which the first person narrator is a solitary and, tojudge from
his pastimes, incipiently psychotic seventecn-year-old who learns
the seoret of his bizarre upbringing in a clever twist ending. This
debut was followed by a series of novels in which Banks showed
considerable narrative versatility, a willingness to blend realistic
and fantastic elements, and a certain anxiety not to be typecast by
his first success. lValking on G/ass has a complex, discontinuous,
three-stranded structure, one strand of which is a science-

fictional counterpoint to the two realistic ones. T'he Bridge is

a coma-generated flantasy, deriving from sources as various as

Kafta's parable "Die Bri.icke," and the two Forth Bridges near
Edinburgh, Scotland. The novel has an elaborate structure based

on an evolutionary metaphor. Espedair Street is a Scottish vari-
ant on the rock novel, in which the grotesque element is in
the unlikeliness of the narrator himself as rock-star. After an

uncertain start, Canal Dreanrs deve.lops into a revenge thriller
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against ruthless terrorists with a female Japanese cellist in the
Sylvester Stallone role.

Banks's interest in science fiction has been manifest fronr the
beginning. A character early in ll/alking on Glass refers to "i.r

sort of Ilyzantine future, a degenerate technocratic empire" that
in hindsight is surely an allusion to fhe Culture, a "seemingl,l
disunited, anarchic, hedonistic, decadent m6lange ofmore or less
human species" that dominates the far-future galaxy with thr:
aid ol the "evangelic materialism" oi their colonial arm, the
Contact section. The Culture forms the background of threr:
ambitious space operas that have appeared since 1987 under thr:
name Iain M. Banks.

The first, longest and best, Consider Phlebas, is a work of a
highly focused imagination-the novel reveals the same ability
to create a self-sufficient fictional world that gave 'lhe lYasp
F-actory its strength. The plot ol Consider Phlebas is banal-a
mission to find and recover a complex artificial intelligence (a
"Mind") from a dangerous planet, with the Culture itself playing
a seemingly adversary role-but it is nevertheless gripping as a

result of Banks's ability to revitalize the narrative cliches of tht:
space-operatic subgenre. The Player oJ'(iames, the second novel
set in the Culture-dominated galaxy, is a very lJanksian title, for
this author produces narratives that are ludic in the best senst:
of that term. It concerns Gurgeh, a master of the complex games
valued by the Culture as games, who travels as a Culture-
emissary to an uncolonized planet where games are taken irr
deadly earnest, and are indistinguishable from politics (the win-
ner becomes ruler). The chief potential weakness of this novel ir;

implicit in the very project itself: the rules of the games Gurgelr
plays are unknown to the reader; it is a measure of Ranks'r;
ingenuity that he can almost make us forget this fact. Banks'r;
third SF novel, The Use of llteapons, has a twist ending and a

hypercomplex narrative structure reminiscent of Banks's earlier
fiction; there is a deliberately reversed plot-strand that maker;
the story inconrprehensitrle to an unwary rearler expecting a littlt:
formulaic relaxation. The rationale for this structure is that irt

enacts for the protagonist a difficult reclamation of the past,
or confrontation rvith a present rcality, but Zakalwe in Use o..,t

Il/eapons renrains somsthing of a ciplrer. 'I'he novel also sccnrs

to have some thematic purpose beyond the idea that the unscru-
pulous turn everything into a weapon to gain their own end, butl
what that is remains puzzling, especially since one of the princi-
ple delights in Banks's space opera is the deployment of cxotic
weaponry.

In his SF Banks is particularly good at evoking artificial envi-
ronments and hardn'are: the (lulture is hooked on its machines,
and the most interesting and anrusing characters in Ranks's
space operas are robot drones. In spite ol his tendency to choost:
preposterously pathetic nanres for his sentient starships-the 5'()

Much for Subtlety, the Lintiting Factor-Banks's SF novels art:
much more than the dcliberately comic explanations of science-
fictional nrotit's by Douglas Atlams or 'I'erry Pratchett.

lJut if they are more than pastictres, they are also less tharr
they might be-and this goes for all Ilanks's liction to date. Nlosrt

critics agree that Banks's creirtive inragination is extraordinary,
and he also shows considerable technical ingenuity and the abil-
ity to produce gripping pltrts in a variety of narrative nrodcs
without insulting the reader's intelligence. His fiction is, horv-
ever, thematically shallow. It is as though, having completely
exorcised his dernons in I'he lYasp t-actory and fully stretchecl

space-opera in Constder Phlebas, he is now more concerned t<r

show virtuosity than to express a vision. Ilis anxiely about fic-
tional categories emerges in his separation of his SF lrom his
other fiction by the adoption of tlte micldle initial. I'here is an
artistic insecurity, tr-rt'r, in the peculiarly jarring lrappy er.rtlingri

of rrovels as clissimilar as fispeduir Street and I'he Rridge. ()rte
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feels that it should rrot be quite s() easy to dispel the darkness
invoked in the fiction.

If Banks's disposition is a little too sunny, perhaps this is a
result of his early success. While still in his thirties, he has been

celebrated as the great white hope ofboth British science fiction
and contemporary British literature. He deserves the attention
he has received, both for his intelligence and for the quality of
his imagination. Moreover, as a Scot by deliberation, he has

shown that one need not be limited or marginalized by a regional

viewpoint. I{e has the resources to take on bigger issues in both
the realistic and larrtastic modes; it rentains to be seen whether
he has the will to do so.

-Nicholas 
Ruddick
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Arthur K. Barnes is virtually unknown to the modern rer

of science fiction; not a word of his considerable output in
field has seen print in a quarter of a century, andl it has I
more than 40 years since his last original story was publis
To the reader of pulp "scientification" in the 1930's and 19.

however-particularly to the reader of Thrilling Wonder
rie's-IJarnes was well known and popular, both for his '

work and for his collaborations with Henry Kuttner. Nearl.
of Barnes's fiction was either space opera or science fant
Although more or less solidly based on scientific knowledg
the period, his stories relied on farcical humor and rapid ac

for their effects. By today's standards they seem railrerjuve
Nevertheless, when viewed in historical perspective thcy are I

interesting and entertaining.
The most popular of Barnes's space opera was a series al

Gerry Carlisle, Tommy Strike, and the crew of The Ark, a

whom were employed by the "London Interplanetary Zoo
trap and bring back alive nonintelligent alien lifb fornts;
best of these novelettes were collected in Barnes's only b

Interplanetar! Hunter. Much of his science fantasy invc

time-travel into the past, and was co-authored with H,

Kuttner.

-Bill Pror
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